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expensive. We here address these issues by developing a barcoding pipeline for Oxford 23 Nanopore MinION™ and demonstrate that one flowcell can generate barcodes for ~500 24 specimens despite high base-call error rates of MinION™. The pipeline overcomes the 25 errors by first summarizing all reads for the same tagged amplicon as a consensus barcode. 26
These barcodes are overall mismatch-free but retain indel errors that are concentrated in 27 homopolymeric regions. We thus complement the barcode caller with an optional error 28 correction pipeline that uses conserved amino-acid motifs from publicly available barcodes 29 to correct the indel errors. The effectiveness of this pipeline is documented by analysing 30 reads from three MinION™ runs that represent three different stages of MinION™ 31 development. They generated data for (1) 511 specimens of a mixed Diptera sample, (2) 32 575 specimens of ants, and (3) 50 specimens of Chironomidae. The run based on the latest 33 chemistry yielded MinION barcodes for 490 specimens which were assessed against 34 reference Sanger barcodes (N=471). Overall, the MinION barcodes have an accuracy of 35 99.3%-100% and the number of ambiguities ranges from <0.01-1.5% depending on which 36 correction pipeline is used. We demonstrate that it requires only 2 hours of sequencing to 37 gather all information that is needed for obtaining reliable barcodes for most specimens 38 (>90%). We estimate that up to 1000 barcodes can be generated in one flowcell and that the 39 cost of a MinION barcode can be <USD 2. DNA barcodes are widely used for species identification and discovery, but the 44 existing methods for generating barcodes require well equipped molecular laboratories and 45 there is a tradeoff between the cost of barcodes and the time needed for obtaining 46 sequences. DNA barcodes obtained with Sanger sequencing are expensive, but can be obtained fairly quickly (Ivanova et al., 2009 ) while barcodes obtained with Next Generation Technologies (ONT) MinION™ sequencer is small and inexpensive (USD 900) and can be 71 connected to a computer via a USB3.0-interface. The library preparation protocols are fairly 72 simple and fast (10 min -1.5 h) and the MinION™ allows for real-time data generation. This 73 is particularly appealing when rapid identification is required for a biological sample (Borsting 74 Recently, MinION™ flowcells have also been used for generating barcodes for small 85 numbers of specimens (N=7), but the existing pipelines are not cost-effective because 86 barcodes are obtained in separate sequencing runs or by using Oxford Nanopore PCR 87 barcoding kit (which can multiplex upto 96 samples) (Menegon et al., 2017 , Pomerantz et al., 88 2017 . We here propose an approach that allows for multiplexing hundreds of samples. It is 89 a modification of our "NGS barcoding" pipeline that we initially optimized for Illumina 90 platforms Wang et al., 2018) . In the original pipeline, we used tagged 91 primers and a dual indexing strategy where 100 pairs of tagged forward and reverse primers 92 can yield unique tag combinations for 10,000 specimens. Once such dual indexed products 93 are generated, subsequent steps involve pooling of amplicons, DNA purification, preparation 94 of DNA libraries, and sequencing. 95
The main challenge for a barcoding pipeline based on MinION™ is data analysis. 96 This is the main reason why published studies on species identification have largely relied 97 on mapping reads to known reference sequences (Benitez-Paez et al., 2016; Shin et al., 98 METHODS 121
PCR and Sequencing 122
We tested DNA barcoding using the MinION TM on three different sets of samples (Table 1) . 123
Our latest and main sample (A), comprises of PCR products from two pools of specimens: 124 254 specimens of dolichopodid flies (Diptera: Dolichopodidae) and 257 specimens from an 125 assortment of flies (Diptera) from different families (hereon referred to as mixed Diptera 126 sample). (B) Our second sample consists of PCR products for 575 ant specimens 127 (Hymenoptera: Formicidae). (C) The final dataset consists of tagged amplicons for 50 128 chironomid midges (Diptera: Chironomidae). Note that the three datasets were obtained 129 using different generations of flowcell and library preparation methods with A being the most 130 updated dataset using the 1D 2 gDNA sequencing kit (SQK-LSK308) running on a R9.5 131 MIN107 flowcell. For sample sets B and C, we obtained 2D reads. 132 DNA barcodes were amplified either by 'Direct PCR' (for ants and chironomid midges) 133 (Wong et al., 2014) or using DNA extracted from whole fly specimens with 10 µL of 134 QuickExtract (Epicentre, Wisconsin, USA). For sets A and B, PCR was used to amplify the 135 658 bp fragment of Cytochrome C oxidase subunit I (COI) (Folmer et al., 1994) . Each primer 136 was tagged with a unique 12 bp sequence for the sequence to specimen association (Meier 137 et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018) . The tags were designed using Barcode Generator 138 (http://comaiwiki.genomecenter.ucdavis.edu/index.php/Barcodes) where minimum number of 139 mismatches between tags was set at 6 bp. Moreover, it was ensured that no substrings of 140 ≥6bp or more was shared between any two tags. Twenty five such tags were created, 141 allowing for tagging 625 products using a dual indexing approach. For dataset C, we 142 amplified a shorter 313 bp fragment using degenerate metazoan primers (Table 1) . We used 143 existing primers tagged with 9 bp sequences that are being routinely used for DNA 144 barcoding using Illumina MiSeq/HiSeq Wang et al., 2018) . Given that 145 these were short tags, it was ensured that both forward and reverse tags were unique for 146 each specimen. 147
Pooled products (see Table 1 ) were first purified with SureClean TM (Bioline, London, 148 UK). In some cases, an additional bead-based clean-up was employed to remove any 149 remaining primer-dimer sequences. For this clean-up, we used 0.2% Sera-Mag Carboxylate-150
Modified Beads (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Malborough, USA) in 18% PEG-8000 151 (polyethylene-glycol) solution at optimized DNA to Beads+PEG solution ratio (Rohland & 152 Reich, 2012; Faircloth & Glenn, 2014) . Purified products were used for library preparation 153 using the MinION TM sequencer. 154 DNA concentration of the amplicon pool was determined using Qubit fluorometer 2.0 155 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). One microgram of amplified product was used for 156
MinION TM library preparation using the SQK-LSK308, SQK-LSK208 and SQK-NSK007 157 library preparation kit for sample sets A, B and C respectively. Library preparation was 158 carried out according to the manufacturer's protocol with the omission of DNA fragmentation 159 and DNA repair as amplicons were used as DNA input. Briefly, amplified product was end-160 repaired using NEBNext Ultra II End-Repair/ dA-tailing Module (New England Biolabs, 161
Ipswich, USA) at 20°C for 5 min and 65°C for 5 min and then cleaned up with 1X AMPure 162 XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, USA). Adapter ligation used NEB Blunt / TA Ligase 163
Master Mix (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, USA) together with the adapter provided in the 164 kits. Ligation was achieved at room temperature (10 min). For sample set A, 0.4X AMPure 165 XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, USA) were used for clean-up before a second adapter 166 ligation step was carried out. The adapted library was purified with ABB buffer provided in 167 the SQK-LSK308 kit (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK). For sample sets B and 168 C, HPT was added and the ligation reaction was further incubated at room temperature for 169 10 min. Adapted DNA was purified using washed MyOne C1 beads (Thermo Fisher 170 Scientific, Waltham, USA). The final library was then loaded on a flow cell and sequenced 171 using the respective workflows on MinKNOW. Total library preparation time was estimated to 172 be 2h. The libraries for samples B and C were split into two loads and loaded 24h apart. 173
Sample set A was loaded into the flowcell in one load. 1D 2 reads were base-called using 174 Albacore (version 1.2.4) for data set A, 2D reads were base-called using Albacore (version 175 1.1.0) for data set B, and Metrichor (RNN SQK007 1.99) software with 2D Basecalling for 176 SQK-NSK007 was used for data set C. The fastq files were generated by Albacore for data 177 set A and poretools (version 0.5.1-17, option --type 2D) for data set B and C (see pipeline, we initially merged the two reads end-to-end after fixing the orientation of read 2. 212
After demultiplexing, the sequences were split back again as this initial merged sequence 213 cannot be directly compared with MinION barcodes which are full length (658 bp). As there 214 was a drop in quality scores beyond 200 bp for this dataset, we furthermore trimmed each 215 end to 200 bp only. Following this, the same pipeline as for dataset B was applied and two 216 200 bp fragments of the COI barcode were obtained. Any specimen with either of the two 217 fragments failing the 10X coverage or ratio criterion was excluded. 218
Analysis of MinION TM data 219
Primer identification and demultiplexing: Tools developed for Illumina data, such as 220
OBITools (Boyer et al. 2015) can be applied to MinION TM data, but they perform poorly; for 221 example only 2.3-7.5% of the MinION TM reads can be demultiplexed even if a large of 222 number of errors are allowed for primers (e=5). Hence we had to develop a new pipeline 223 (Table 2) which starts with identifying the primer in a MinION TM sequence (implemented in 224 miniBarcoder.py). Subsequently, the barcode and tag are retrieved from the 3' and 5' ends 225 of the primer respectively. Primers were aligned to the reads generated from the MinION TM 226 using glsearch36 (Pearson, 1990) , where the primer is used as the query and the raw reads 227 are used as the database. This allows for an alignment that is global (end-to-end) for the 228 query and local for the reference sequence. Multiple gap and e-value parameters were 229 tested for dataset A and we chose those parameters that yielded the consensus barcodes of 230 the highest quality (for details, see supplementary Figure 4a ). The performance of these 231 parameters were then tested by also applying them to the data from dataset B and C and 232 assessing the quality of the barcodes that were obtained with these parameters. 233
Next, we retrieved the tag associated with each primer as the sequence flanking the 5' 234 end of the primer (hereon called "retrieved sequence tags"). The combination of forward and 235 reverse tags could be used to demultiplex the data. The start and end site of the barcode 236 was identified as the region between 3' ends of the two primers. There are two reasons why 237 we use two different processes for identifying primers and tags: 1) demultiplexing accuracy 238 can be controlled by applying stricter parameters to the tags than primers; 2) the running 239 time for analysis is shorter because there are only 2 primers (forward/reverse), but many 240 tags (up to 25). In order to demultiplex reads, the sequence tags have to be matched to the 241 original reference tag sequences that correspond to each specimen (see demultiplexing file). 242 However, given the high error rates for MinION TM reads, the retrieved sequence tags often 243 contain errors and need to be matched to the best-matching, original tag sequence. This 244 was accomplished by "mutating" the original tag sequence so that all possible strings are 245 generated that contain up to two errors (substitutions, insertions or deletions: see 246
Supplementary Figure 4b for parameter choice). Note that only twenty-five 12 bp tags were 247 used in our experiments so that it is not time-consuming to create these "mutant" strings. 248
The set of original and imperfect reference tags are then matched against the retrieved 249 sequence tags. 250
Obtaining MinION barcode hypotheses 251
Our pipeline starts by generating a first barcode hypothesis that is obtained via reference-252 free consensus sequence calling. Such barcodes can then be further refined with existing 253
MinION TM tools (Racon) and/or by using a correction pipeline that takes advantage of 254 information obtained from external barcode databases. 255 1. MAFFT consensus barcodes: The demultiplexing of the MinION TM data yields a read set 256 for every amplicon. The reads in each set are aligned before a consensus barcode is called. 257
For this purpose, identical reads are merged while retaining count information. Afterwards, 258 the reads are aligned using MAFFT v7 (Katoh & Standley, 2013) . Different alignment 259 parameters were tested and we chose those that maximized congruence 260 (mismatches/indels) between consensus barcodes based on MinION TM data and the 261 sequences obtained with Sanger and/or Illumina sequencing; i.e., MAFFT was run under 262 default (or auto) mode with gap-opening penalty set as 0 (multiple parameters were tested 263 for MAFFT: --auto, --ensi, --globalpair,--genafpair; gap opening penalties via varying -op: 264 default, 1, and 0). These settings generate a large number of gaps in the Multiple Sequence 265 Alignment (MSA). Many of these indels are initially retained when the majority rule 266 consensus barcode is called. However, we then delete these indels and score all positions 267 lacking a base-call in >50% as ambiguous ("N"). This yields a first barcode hypothesis that 268 we call "MAFFT barcode". Comparison with Sanger and Illumina data revealed that MAFFT 269 barcodes are mismatch-free, but retain indel errors. Note that one advantage of such an 270 alignment-consensus approach is that contaminant PCR products can be readily identified 271 because they have an unusually large number of ambiguous bases. For this study, we 272 removed any sequence that had >1% of bases called as "N"s. MinION TM makes "counting errors" in homopolymeric regions. For protein-encoding genes, 293 many of these errors can be identified / corrected because they tend to cause frame shifts or 294 changes in amino acid assignments. Both issues are best diagnosed by comparing MinION 295 barcodes to barcodes from public databases given that COI sequences are protein-encoding 296 and intron-free (see Supplementary Bioinformatics methods Figure 1 ). We therefore used 297 BLAST to find 10 similar barcodes in NCBI (filtered to retain unique haplotypes). We then 298 aligned the MinION barcode hypotheses (MAFFT and Racon) to these NCBI barcodes in 299 order to identify the approximate location of indel errors in the MinION barcodes. Insertion 300 errors were then corrected through deletion and gaps through replacement with ambiguous 301 bases ("N"). However, standard alignment software only yields only one MSA even if the 302 precise gap placement is ambiguous. In order to correct for the uncertainty in gap 303 placement, our pipeline tests all placements within a three amino-acid window on either side 304 of the indel placement in the initial MSA. We then identify those indel placements that yield 305 conserved AA motifs when compared to the 10 best-matching NCBI barcodes. Note that due 306 to strong stabilizing selection on the COI amino acid sequence (Kwong et al., 2012) , even 307 poor-quality BLAST matches (80% identity) tend to yield conserved AA motifs. However, 308
given that the genetic code is degenerate, there are usually multiple gap placements that 309 conserve amino acid assignments. This means that usually multiple nucleotide sites have to 310 be replaced with ambiguous bases and a single missing base in a MinION barcode 311 hypothesis can lead to the insertion of multiple Ns. 312 This is undesirable, but inspection of the placement of ambiguous bases reveals that 313 almost all are in homopolymeric regions. Many are 1 st and 2 nd positions that are conserved 314 across all of the 10 best-matching barcodes obtained from NCBI (even if the identity is as 315 low as 80%). Given that it is known that MinION TM reads introduce errors in homopolymer 316 regions, we thus tested whether "Ns" in homopolymeric regions (>=2bp) can be replaced 317 with homopolymeric bases from the BLAST hits as long as (1) the regions were conserved 318 across all of the 10 best and unique hits and (2) the replacement was consistent with the 319 MAFFT or Racon barcode. This replacement procedure also has an evolutionary justification 320
given that conservation across all BLAST hits means that the sites have been conserved for 321 millions of years (poorest BLAST hits for MinION barcodes often have <90% identity). It is 322 thus not surprising that applying this correction did not introduce a single mismatch to the 323 471 barcodes for which we also have barcodes that were obtained with Sanger or Illumina 324
sequencing. 325
Consolidation of MAFFT and Racon barcodes. MAFFT barcodes include next to no 326 mismatch errors while Racon barcodes have fewer indel errors. It is thus advantageous to 327 combine both after applying the AA correction pipeline. This fusion is accomplished by 328 aligning the corrected MAFFT and Racon barcodes and calling the consensus. We find that 329 there are few instances of mismatch between the corrected Racon and MAFFT barcodes 330 and resolve these conflicts by accepting the MAFFT+AA solution given that MAFFT+AA 331 barcodes contain no mismatch errors (see results). 332 Implementation: We created a pipeline (implemented in aacorrection.py, Table 2 ) that 333 performs the following steps sequentially: First, the best BLAST hits for the MAFFT and 334
Racon barcodes are found with MEGABLAST to NCBI's "nt" database (e-value < 1e-5) and 335 a FASTA file for sequences for the top hundred hits (locally or remotely) is retrieved. The hits 336 are parsed to retrieve only the region of the sequences that overlaps with the query 337 reference barcode in the correct orientation. Following this, ten distinct sequences that are 338 most similar and most overlapping (five each) to reference barcode are retained and aligned 339 (MAFFT, --globalpair). The correct reading frame is identified. Once an indel (< 5 bp) is 340 encountered in the MinION barcode, a window corresponding to codon sequences of three 341 flanking amino acids on either side of the indel is retrieved. In this window, depending on 342 number of indel errors; all possible placements of the missing or additional nucleotides are 343 assessed by checking whether it conserves the amino acid assignment. We then insert "Ns" 344 into all placements that conserve AA assignments. Next we revert those N's back to 345 nucleotides that are in homopolymeric regions that are conserved across all BLAST hits. 346
This correction is applied to both MAFFT and Racon barcodes. Afterwards, the AA-corrected 347
MAFFT and Racon barcodes are consolidated (consolidate.py, Table 2 ). We allow the user 348 to limit the procedure to sequences of certain length; in this study, we correct consensus 349 sequences within 640-670 bp for full length barcodes and 300-330 bp for the mini-barcode. consensus barcode. This analysis was limited to Dataset A, as this dataset has been 371 generated using the latest MinION TM chemistry. 372
Estimating species composition 373
All barcodes were aligned using MAFFT v7 (Katoh & Standley, 2013 ) under default 374 parameters. We afterwards determined the number of species (or Molecular Operational 375
Taxonomic Units (mOTUs)) using "objective clustering" as implemented in SpeciesIdentifier 376 (Meier et al., 2006) and by using a custom-built Python script (both using p-distances at 377 various thresholds: . For these mOTU delimitations, we treated 378 gaps as missing data. 379
Effect of run time on sample characterization 380
We assessed the relationship between MinION TM sequencing run time and the number of 381 reliable barcodes obtained. Read time stamps were used to generate datasets for each 382 hour. Number of specimens demultiplexed, and coverage per specimen was determined for 383 each hourly dataset. Moreover, MAFFT consensus barcodes and corresponding error-384 corrected consensus barcodes were obtained as described above. Given that we were 385 handling up to 48 hours of data generation and ~900 datasets, we did not apply Racon 
RESULTS 392
The number of sequences obtained from the MinION TM sequencer varied across the three 393 runs, with the latest run yielding 2,046,461 million 1D 2 reads, while the older runs produced 394 less data (Table 3) . For sample A, we submitted 511 PCR products (254: Dolichopodidae 395 and 257: mixed Diptera) and 17 negative controls for sequencing and managed to generate 396
Sanger barcodes for 482 of the 511 PCR products (94.32% success). In order to demultiplex 397 the MinION TM data, we tested different parameters in order to optimize the search for primer 398 sequences and tag binning. The varied parameters included e-value, number of gaps 399 allowed in the alignment of the primer, and number of mismatches allowed for the tags 400 ( Supplementary Figure 4) . We eventually selected those parameters that allowed for high 401 read recovery during demultiplexing while keeping the number of ambiguous base calls in 402 the MAFFT consensus barcode low (Supplementary Figure 4) . The chosen parameters were 403 e-value=1e+6, maximum of 5 gaps for primer identification and 2 mismatches for tag 404 identification. This yielded 294,887 demultiplexed reads thus ensuring at least 10X coverage 405 for all 511 products ( Table 3) . None of the negatives had more than 10 reads thus 406 suggesting accurate demultiplexing of data. This pipeline corrected the substitution and indel errors for MAFFT consensus barcodes 419 (MAFFT+AA barcodes, Table 4 ). As expected, the error correction increased the number of 420 ambiguous bases (average of 1.53%; approximately ~10 bp; Figure 1 ). For the Racon 421 barcode hypotheses, substitution errors were found in 5 barcodes but all indel errors could 422 be corrected. Overall the percentage of "N" was 1.37% and thus lower than for the MAFFT 423 barcodes. Consolidation of the two barcode hypotheses for each specimen yielded 470 424 correct barcodes for the 471 with comparison data. All barcodes were free of indel errors, 425 but one retained a substitution error and an average of 1.35% of all bases were ambiguous 426 (ca. 8-9 bp across 658 bp). 427
Validation of the established pipeline 428
After analysing the main dataset (A), we tested the optimised parameters and methods for 429 the two datasets obtained with different MinION TM chemistries (ants: B; chironomid midges: 430 C). We overall find the performance of the pipeline to be very similar. MAFFT barcodes are 431 substitution-error free but contain indels, MAFFT+AA barcodes contain no substitution and 432 indel errors but are more conservative in that 1.8-3.2% bases are scored as ambiguous. The 433 barcodes obtained by consolidating the corrected MAFFT and Racon barcodes were more 434 accurate than those for Dataset A (no mismatches) and we observe an overall reduction of 435 the number of ambiguous nucleotides. 436
For datasets B and C, we demultiplexed 428/575 and 50/50 barcodes at 10X coverage 437 from which a clean barcode with <1% ambiguous bases could be obtained for 395 and 48 438 specimens respectively. In order to validate the results, we obtained 194 and 50 reference 439 barcodes for these two datasets using Illumina MiSeq (see below for details). The 440 comparison of MAFFT and Racon consensus for dataset B showed similar results to dataset 441 A; i.e., substitution errors were marginally higher for Racon consensus (in 0 vs 1/191 442 barcodes, Table 4 ) but indel errors lower (1.07% vs 0.92%). Amino acid correction revealed 443 no errors for MAFFT consensus barcodes but the number of ambiguous nucleotides was 444 higher than dataset A at 3.2%. When amino acid correction was applied to Racon consensus 445 barcodes no errors as well as fewer ambiguities were obtained (2.4%). Lastly, the 446 consolidated barcode set contained no substitution/indel errors, and 2.3% ambiguous bases. 447
For dataset C, the one of the 48 MAFFT consensus barcode contained 2 substitution errors. 448
The AA correction pipeline excluded this low coverage barcode (11X) as it contained too 449 many indels while the remaining 47 barcodes were accurate. We did not test consolidation 450 for dataset C as the Racon polishing could not be performed because too few reads were 451 mapped at --max-error 0.05. Note that this dataset was obtained with an outdated chemistry 452 and is here mostly used to test the robustness of our pipelines. 453 Dataset B had a lower success rate at the demultiplexing stage compared to dataset A, 454 (428/575 DNA barcodes). This reflected the lower PCR success rate for this sample which 455 was estimated based on gel electrophoresis for a subsample to be ca. 74% (~421 456 specimens). Using our MinION pipeline, we obtained 395 specimen barcodes using MAFFT 457 with a low proportion of ambiguous bases (N <1%). 359 of these barcodes could be retained 458 after AA correction. This drop of 36 barcodes is due to barcodes that failed the 640-670 459 length criterion or contained too many indels after alignment with BLAST hits. Several of 460 these 36 aligned poorly, had BLAST hits <80%, but are well supported by raw data with <1% 461 ambiguities and high coverage (>100X). This suggests that a non-functional COI copy was 462 amplified during PCR. 463
For chironomid midges (C), we sequenced 313 bp barcodes for 50 specimens and 464 obtained 14,772 reads using an R9 MinION TM flowcell. For this dataset we ran our pipeline 465 under the unique index mode and allowed for one mismatch in the tag because we had used 466 shorter 9 bp tags which were not designed for sequencing technologies with high error rates. 467
We obtained >10X coverage for all 50 specimens, while obtaining 48 barcodes (96%) that 468 contained <1% of ambiguous bases 469
As reference data for these two datasets, we obtained sequences from the same 470 Overall we obtained four datasets from the three sequencing runs with 243 specimens for 477 Dolichopodidae, 247 specimens for a mixed Diptera sample, 359 specimens for Formicidae, 478
and 47 for Chironomidae. Objective clustering at 3% p-distance threshold revealed identical 479 number of mOTUs from MAFFT+AA and MAFFT DNA barcodes for Dolichopodidae (number 480 of mOTUs=33), mixed Diptera (number of mOTUs=73), Chironomidae (number of 481 mOTUs=3) and Formicidae (number of mOTUs=20). We also assessed whether the 482 reduction of sequence length to 313 bp fragments affected the number of mOTUs. No 483 difference was found for the Dolichopodidae and Formicidae datasets, while the number of 484 species was 74 using the 313 bp fragment for mixed Diptera and 73 for the full length 485 barcodes. 486
Effect of run time on sample characterization 487
MinION TM allows for real-time sequencing and sequences can be analyzed at any point in 488 time. We thus assessed how much data was generated over time and how many specimens 489 are recovered at 10X barcode coverage (Figure 2) . For dataset A, 98% of the barcodes 490 could be obtained within 2 hours of sequencing at which point the average coverage was at 491 100X per barcode (Figure 2 a, b, Supplementary Figure 5) . Given the coverage, it is not 492 surprising that the species composition of the sample was stable after 2 hours of sequencing 493 (Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index <0.02 for both Dolichopodidae and mixed Diptera sample, 494 Figure 2c ). After 12 hours of sequencing the coverage per specimen reached an average of 495 467X, following which there were slow improvements to 577X by 48 hours. The slowest 496 accumulation of specimen barcodes was observed for the sequencing run of dataset B 497 (ants); nonetheless after 12 hours, the barcodes for 93% of the specimens could be 498
obtained. 499
For the largest dataset (A), the average coverage per barcode was >100X within 3 500 hours of sequencing. At this point only 31% of the data had been generated, but 482 of the 501 490 barcodes had 10X coverage and passed the threshold of <1% ambiguous bases. 502
Comparison of corrected DNA barcodes at the 3 hour time point with corresponding Sanger 503 barcodes revealed two barcodes with errors (MAFFT+AA). At 6 hours, ~50% of the data had 504 been demultiplexed, 484 barcodes had obtained a coverage of at least 10X and passed the 505 threshold of <1% ambiguous bases. Overall, three barcodes with errors were found 506 (MAFFT+AA). 507
DISCUSSION 508
We here establish a pipeline for the de novo generation of DNA barcodes using Oxford 509 Nanopore's MinION TM sequencer. We demonstrate that a dual tagging strategy can be used 510 to multiplex >500 specimens using a single flowcell R9.5 MIN107. Our test run yielded 490 511 DNA barcodes. We were able to compare 471 of all 490 MinION barcodes obtained for this 512 dataset with corresponding Sanger barcodes. This comparison revealed that the MinION 513 barcodes were reliable. We found no substitution errors in the MAFFT barcode hypotheses 514 that can be obtained without reference to external data. The only remaining problems were 515 indel errors which were usually concentrated in homopolymer regions. They were found in all 516 barcodes. Note, however, that the performance of the MinION TM sequencer is here shown to 517 be overall improving because the indel error rate for the latest chemistry/flowcell was lower 518 (0.7%, Racon) than for the two older chemistries that were tested with different datasets. In 519 addition, we demonstrate that our error correction pipeline can neutralize the effect of nearly 520 all of these indel errors by inserting ambiguous bases. Even without using external reference 521 barcodes, an accuracy of 99.3% could be achieved for dataset A, while the use of external 522 data increased the accuracy to >99.9999-100%. This increase in accuracy, however, came 523 at the cost of increasing ambiguous nucleotides to 1.3-1.5%. This raises the question 524 whether such loss of information is likely to affect species identification success rates. Based 525 on our data, this seems unlikely because we show that, even analysing a 313 bp fragment of 526 COI (<50% of full length barcode) is sufficient for yielding species composition estimates that 527
are similar to what is obtained with full-length barcodes. This is indirectly also recognized by 528 the standards established for the "Barcode of Life Data Systems" (BOLD) which requires that 529 a barcode is longer than 500 bp before it can be given a "barcode" status (Ratnasingham & 530 Hebert, 2007) . Our MinION barcodes easily meet these targets; >92% of the barcodes have 531 more than 640 bp of information while >99% had >=630 bp of information (consolidated 532 barcodes). On the other hand, a BOLD systems download of the Dolichopodidae COI-5P 533
Sanger barcodes (>=500 bp: 29,914 sequences) revealed that only 24% are >=640 bp long 534 and 29% are >=630 bp long. 535
We here introduce a simple and effective method for generating MinION barcodes 536 based on commonly-used tools. It consists of aligning reads using MAFFT with subsequent 537 consensus calling. This procedure already yields barcodes that can be used for most 538 identification purposes. For more sensitive applications or for the purpose of submitting 539 barcodes to GenBank, MinION barcodes can be taken through error correction tools such as 540
Racon (Vaser et al. 2017) , and/or further corrected using the amino-acid correction pipeline 541 proposed and implemented here. Note, however, that even uncorrected MinION barcodes 542
can be used to characterize the species composition of mixed arthropod samples ranging 543 from low complexity samples containing three species to fairly complex samples containing 544 >70 species. We also demonstrate that the data required for generating DNA barcodes can 545 be obtained within 2 hours of sequencing. These are attractive properties for those biologists 546 who need to quickly identify pests, pathogens, vectors, illegally traded species, and verify 547 food ingredients. 548
Instrumentation: With regard to instrumentation, MinION TM outcompetes all other sequencing 549 technologies for obtaining barcodes. All barcoding methods share the same instrumentation 550 needs for obtaining amplicons, (pipettes, thermocycler), but the MinION TM sequencer is 551 considerably cheaper and smaller than ABI capillary, Illumina, Ion Torrent, or Roche 454 552 sequencers. These differences are not trivial because they indirectly also affect how fast 553 barcodes can be obtained: expensive equipment has to be fully utilized in order to be cost-554 effective and there are usually waiting times for getting access. Moreover handling of 555 expensive instruments requires specialized manpower which in turn increases running cost. 556
In contrast, most laboratories can afford the purchase of multiple MinION TM sequencers (ca. 557 USD 900). The low cost and small size makes the MinION TM also very suitable for 558 establishing temporary laboratories under difficult conditions. Indeed, MinION TM sequencers 559 could be paired with the kind of small thermocyclers that have recently become available 560 and that are suitable for field conditions (Marx, 2015) . We estimate that the total equipment 561 cost for a basic field laboratory for barcoding with MinION TM could now be as low as USD 562 3000 and technologies like the MinION TM will get biologists closer to the vision of being able 563 to obtain sequences in the field. Currently, we note that access to internet and a remote 564 server is required for data analyses due to the computational resources needed for 1D 2 565 base-calling (see below). generated real time and we were able to make base-calls for a sufficiently large number of 590 reads within ~2 hours of sequencing based on the latest 1D 2 chemistry. However base-591 calling for 1D 2 reads is computationally intensive and the analyses had to be done on a 592 cluster configured to utilize up to 500 cores. Thus, for field applications it will be necessary to 593
Sanger data that frequently struggles to detect polymorphisms. However, the low error rate 621 in corrected MinION barcodes come with the cost of having to insert a larger number of 622 ambiguous base calls. For dataset A (ca. 500 barcodes), each full length barcode has ~8-9 623 such ambiguous bases (1.3%). We tested whether this leads to a significant erosion in 624 signal, but find no evidence. MinION barcodes can still be unambiguously matched to 625
Sanger barcodes for the same specimen/species. In addition, species composition and 626 abundance estimates based on MinION and Sanger barcodes are identical. There are 627 therefore good reasons to consider the erosion of signal to be a minor concern and we 628 would argue that is better to insert ambiguous bases than to retain indel errors because N's 629 are less likely to affect the sequence alignment needed for downstream analyses. Note also 630 that the proportion of ambiguous bases is likely to decline. Firstly, we find evidence for an 631 improvement of MinION TM data over time. In addition, the number of ambiguous bases that 632 are inserted during amino acid based correction is dependent on the availability of closely 633 related barcodes in NCBI; i.e., once more barcodes for closely related species become 634 available, fewer ambiguous bases will need to be inserted during the AA correction. 635
Conclusions 636
We here introduce a MinION barcoding pipeline that allows for obtaining DNA barcodes de 637 novo without losing the association between sample and barcode. Our basic bioinformatics 638 pipeline is quite straightforward and only requires the input of the FASTA read file obtained 639 from the MinION TM , a demultiplexing file specifying the specimen-specific tags, and a few 640 freely available standard alignment tools. Barcodes obtained with these standard tools can 641 be further refined using Racon, AA-correction, and/or consolidation. All these techniques are 642 used to address the main problem of MinION TM reads; i.e., the high error rates in 643 homopolymeric regions. This problem also interferes with demultiplexing because our dual 644 tagging approach required that both forward and reverse tags are identified. This meant that 645 only 14-29% of the reads were retained for analysis for datasets A and B. Using additional 646 tools for increasing this proportion would significantly improve the barcoding capacity of 647 MinION TM flowcells. Overall, we would argue that MinION TM is already suitable for projects of 648 small-to moderate scale (<1000 barcodes). For these, the method is attractive because it 649 allows for the rapid turnaround of time-sensitive samples for which the barcode-to-sample 650 association has to be maintained. This association is important for food authentication 651 
Demultiplexing
Demultiplex sequences based on tags identified, allow upto 2 mismatches in tags
Align sequences
Align sequences for each specimen MAFFT --op 0
MAFFT BARCODE
Call majority rule consensus to obtain "MAFFT barcode"
RACON BARCODE
Align raw reads to reference MAFFT barcode using graphmap and call consensus using racon Table 4 : Errors rates and number of ambiguities in MinION barcodes as obtained by various methods tested for the three datasets (A, B, C). 807
Mean and range values are provided as % of number of query bps aligned. 808 
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